Abstract: The problem studied in this paper is the management of vehicle routing in case of emergency. It is decomposed into two parts. The first one deals with the emergency planning in the event of receiving a set of requests for help after a major disaster such as in the case of an earthquake, hurricane, flood, etc. The second part concerns the treatment of contingency as the arrival of a new request or the appearance of a disturbance such as breakdowns of vehicles, the malfunction of roads, availability of airports, etc. To solve this problem we proposed a multi-agents approach using a guided genetic algorithm for scheduling vehicle routing and local search for the management of contingencies. The main objectif of our approach was to maximizing the number of saved people and minimizing the costs of the rescue operation. This approach was tested with the modified Solomon benchmarks and gave good results.
Introduction
Although there were several studies in the field of vehicle dynamics deals with the problem of the distribution (eg, [9] - [34] - [35] - [39] ). However, most of the available research has focused on commercial transport, logistics planning in supply chain repetitive, and routine treatments and environments orders [4] . Studies dealing with vehicle routing problems as the dynamic response planning and logistics of disaster relief were few. The objective of this work was to propose a distributed approach based on a genetic algorithm for modeling and solving the problem of contingency planning in case of disaster. Our approach enables a planning disaster relief distribution by maximizing the number of people saved, avoiding delays in the relief distribution and maximizing the useful equipment life which saves costs. In section 2, we have presented the problems and the aims of this work; while section 3 presented a literature overview dealing with the problem of emergency planning for disaster. In the section four highlighted and described the proposed approach. In the last tow sections, we have discussed tests of calculation and managerial implications arising from the study, and we have summarized the work, by presenting findings and suggesting further alternatives.
Literature Review
In recent years, the problems of disaster emergency management have attracted more and more the researchers's attention. This was due to their importance for human, economy and society. Indeed, some approaches have been proposed for modeling and solving this problem. Oh and Haghani [27] modeled the problem as a linear program by considering only how minimizing the cost. However, Tzeng [41] developed a heuristic based on linear program in which they took into account the human and the cost; while Yi [42] proposed an approach based on ACO metaheuristic modeling with linear program witch consider only the human side of the problem. in same way Ozdamar [30] proposed a modeling of the problem as a linear program. Furthermore, he also proposed a modeling of the problem as a linear program in which they took into account the human side and they have developed a heuristic to solve the problem [31] . In contrast, Ma [20] proposed an exact method using a nonlinear program by considering the human goal only. This was similar to some extend, Afshar [2] is based on an exact method to solve the problem by modeling as a linear program that takes into account the human side. Zhang [44] developed a heuristic which considers the minimization of cost. To conclude, we can say that:
• Most approaches do not take into account the aspect of multi-objective problem.
• The majority of available studies dealing with static problems ignore the dynamic aspect of the problem.
• The meta-heuristics were less used despite they were more efficient especially with this kind of problem since they require a short response time with a number of exponential data.
• All the approaches developed did not include forecasts to predict future requests for help. In fact, in the disaster case, forecasting future demands have allowed to avoid certain circumstances and reduce the damage to human and material.
• Distributed approaches were almost absent despite their great performance for modeling and solving problems similar to the problem addressed herein(eg, [25] - [24] - [45] - [43] - [7] - [17] - [10] - [14] ).
Proposed Approach
In order to solve the above described problem, we propose a multi-agent model as developed by Zidi [46] to which we were add some features that we suspect necessary for the proper functioning of the system to adequately address the problem. Our model as described in Figure 1 was composed by a "System Agent" and a set of "Zone Subsystems". The "System Agent" has to create and supervise all other agents. Each "Zone Subsystems" was composed of a "Planning Subsystem", an "Area Manager Agent", "Information Manager Agent", "Forecast Agent", "Disturbance Agent", and a local database. The "Zone Subsystem" was managed by the "Area Manager Agent" which provides communication with the "System Agent" and other "Zone Subsystems". The "Information Manager Agent" was responsible for the management of information necessary for the proper conduct of the rescue operation. In fact it provides information collection, their filtration, and updates the local database. The "Forecast Agent" allowed forecasting of emergency calls based on the information received and based on historical relief interventions. The "Disturbance Agent" will be used to detect disturbances that can occur, transmit "Planning Subsystem" to be processed. The "Planning Subsystem" was responsible for emergency planning, integration of new applications and correction planning in case of a disturbance. The "Planning Subsystem" was composed of three types of agents namely "Supervisor Agent" who supervises the other components in addition to its roles in the "Planning Subsystem". The role of "Vehicle Agent" is finding a path for a vehicle. The "Interface Agent" handles communication with the external environment. The local database of "Zone Subsystem" will be used to store all data in the backup area. Each "Zone Subsystem" can communicate with the external environment mainly composed by: applicants emergency disaster, relief agencies, the geographic information system GIS, news and weather agencies. 
The Planning Subsystem
The subsystem of planning presented in Figure 2 was composed of three types of agents: Supervisor, Interface and Vehicle.
Supervisor Agent
This agent ensures the consolidation of emergency calls, the creation of tenders for the insertion of a new application, choose the best solution and update planning after any changes generated by the insertion of a new application or by the occurrence of a disturbance.
Interface Agent
This agent was responsible for all information exchanged between the "Planning Subsystem" and its external environment. It was responsible for receiving requests for help formatting, negotiating with transport operators and information from stakeholders.
Vehicle Agent
Each vehicle agent was responsible for a vehicle. It has to ensure that the search path will be followed by the vehicle. In addition to receiving a bid for the insertion of a new request, the agent "Vehicle" checks can add this request and sets its offer, which sends it to the "Supervisor Agent".
Figure 2: Subsystem of planning

Agents Communications
We identify ten types of communication messages between agents of "Planning Subsystem". These messages were: "Request" was sent by the "Interface Agent" to the agent "Supervisor" upon receipt of a new request for help. After processing a new application, a "Request Response" was sent by the "Supervisor Agent" to the "Interface Agent". When receiving an announcement of a disturbance, a message "Disturbance" has to be sent by the "Interface Agent" to the "Supervisor Agent". After treatment of the disturbance, a message "Solution of disturbance" which was sent by the "Supervisor Agent" to "Interface Agent". After the consolidation of emergency requests, messages "Group requests" were sent by the "Supervisor Agent" to "Vehicle Agents". After searching for a path, a message "Path" was sent by the "Vehicle Agent" to the "Supervisor Agent". Following the receipt of a new request messages "Tender" were sent by the "Supervisor Agent" to "Vehicle Agents". After the establishment of an offer to insert a new request, a message "Offer" was sent by a "Vehicle Agent" to "Supervisor Agent". In order to improve the quality of its way, a "Vehicle Agent" can send a message "Negotiation" to the other "Vehicle Agent". Communications between the different agents were presented in Figure 3 .
Emergency Planning
Emergency planning starts by grouping the applications according to their types, their locations, their degrees of urgency, their quantities, and their time windows. Then each group will be assigned to an "Vehicle Agent" which was responsible for finding the right path according to a heuristic which sort the requests in ascending order according to their service termination dates. In the of equality case the customer closest to the preceding customer has to be selected. This creates an initial population for a genetic algorithm executed by the "Supervisor Agent" altogether with the "vehicle Agent". At the end a we got the final population of the solutions 774 K. Zidi, F. Mguis, P. Borne, K. Ghedira 
Genetic Algorithm
The real universal problems, including disaster cases has inevitably some unknown and uncertain parameters. Stochastic programming seems to be the most appropriate to solve this problems, while it requires probability distributions for the estimate data. The solution computed should be valid for the majority of possible realities and the expected value of the objective function was optimized. Our challenge was to propose an alternative approach to provide probability distributions. If the deviations were within certain limits, our idea was to find the valid solution, even if small changes may occurs. Therefore, the desired visits should be robust and flexible. However, these terms were often used with different meanings; hence we will define this terms to be used later in this document:
• Robustness: if a change in travel time or a new customer request arrives, only minor changes were needed in the planning.
• Flexibility: it will keep the schedule, because the generated plan has several options.
Therefore, a right option was to solve a stochastic model that was particularly difficult to solve in a certain period. Alternatively, it is possible to solve a deterministic model with additional constraints to create a robust and similar flexibility. Therefore, a similar performance with less efforts calculation can be performed. So with such problem, the approximate methods have proved more effective resolution. In fact, they allow to obtain acceptable solutions in a reasonable time. Among the approximate methods the most used wre the genetic algorithms that provide solutions which guaranteed robustness and flexibility. The fundamental principles of these algorithms have been incurred by Holland [15] . These algorithms are based on the functioning of the natural evolution of species, including the selection of Darwin and Mendel procreation. They have been successfully used to solve several problems of multi-criteria optimization [11] .
In genetic algorithms, we simulate the process of evolution of a population. One starts with an initial population composed of N solutions (individuals) of the problem. The degree of adaptation of an individual to the environment is expressed by the value of the cost function f (x), where x is the solution that is the individual. It is said that a person is much better adapted to its environment, the cost of the solution is lower or larger depending on test selected optimization. • Make a good representation (encoding) of a solution (chromosome)
• choose the manufacturer of the original solution,
• clearly define the evaluation function to determine the fitness of each individual
• choose the methods of selection, crossover and mutation are best suited to the problem and
• carefully choose the parameter values: population size, probabilities, etc..
Coding:
Because the chromosomes are not binary adopted for sequencing problems, it has adopted an actual coding where the chromosome is a sequence of nodes (excluding the deposit). Figure 5 shows a chromosome of a problem consists of 10 clients.
Creation of the initial population: To build the initial population, we have developed a heuristic which builds the first half of the population randomly and the second half in a guided manner based on the method of insertion of Solomon [40] .
Selection: To select the chromosomes (solutions) that will be able to contribute to the creation of the new population, we adopted the method of selection of Wheel [15] [13] which consists in assigning to each individual a probability of selection proportional to its evaluation (fitness) and the sum of the evaluations of individuals. The selection process is shown by the following algorithm:
1. Calculating the fitness f i for each individual of the population 776 K. Zidi, F. Mguis, P. Borne, K. Ghedira 2. Calculating the probability P i of selection of each individual 
Repeat steps 4 and 5 to create the desired number of individual
Crossover: From both parents (solutions), we try to generate one or two son. There are several breeding techniques. For each type of problem, there are a set of breeding methods that are more suitable. For the vehicle routing problem, according to the literature, the most commonly used methods are: a crossing point, dual point crossover and uniform crossover. In our case we used the Uniform crossover. This method consists in determining the cost, the number of customers and the ratio of these last two for each round of two parents chosen at random. Then, each parent towers are sorted in ascending order according to the quotient: Cost/Number of customers. The third step is to establish a conflict matrix to describe the conflicts between the towers of both parents. The construction of the individual descending begins by inserting the first turn of one of the parents. The second step in the construction of the son is to exclude all rounds of the other parent are in conflict with the tour recently added. The same process is then repeated with the first round of the other parent and so on until there are more towers to insert. At this stage it is possible to customers not served. These customers are inserted into the shot so that the overall cost is minimal. Figure 6 illustrate an example of a crossover operation.
Mutation: In the process of evolution, mutation performs a broader exploration of the search space, to avoid premature convergence and diversity loss by bringing innovation in the population.
In our approach we have adopted the method of simple random mutation. The principle of this method is to choose two nodes randomly. Result in generating a random value between 0 and 1. If this value is less than the mutation probability, then swap the two nodes, otherwise do nothing. Figure 7 shows an example of a mutation operation. Replacement: After each iteration, individuals created (children) will be added to the population. To keep the same population size, we proceed to an alternative transaction elitist is to sort individuals according to their overall costs and keeps only the first N individuals to form the next generation.
Treatment of a New Request
Upon the arrival of a new request for assistance to the agent "Interface", it begins with collecting the necessary information that can help the agent "Supervisor" to make the right decision, then it sends the request to the "Supervisor Agent". This establishes a tender which will be sent to "Vehicle Agents" which will be able to meet this demand. Each "Vehicle Agent" receiving the tender should calculate its area of action [43] [60] which is equal to the number of customers(t,x,y) that can be served by this vehicle (t 0 ,x 0 ,y 0 ). Then this agent should calculate also the insertion cost which equals to the difference between the old and the new zone area. Finally, the "Vehicle Agent" sends its offer to the "Supervisor Agent" who is in charge of choosing the best offer and sends the response to the "Interface Agent" which should inform stakeholders involved in this new application. If the "Supervisor Agent" could not insert the new request in any tour, there will be creation of a new tour to meet request. The above process of a new request treatment was described in Figure 8 . 
Treatment of a Disturbance
A good management of disaster relief should take into account the occurrence of disturbances at any time during the rescue. In fact in the case of disasters road and emergency equipment were very delicate and it may cause a malfunction of the system. For these reasons, we have provided a module for the treatment of disturbances. When receiving an announcement of a disturbance, the "Interface Agent" was responsible for the collection of information relating to the obstruction. Then it sends all this information to the "Supervisor Agent" who takes care of looking for a solution to the disturbance. Disturbances treated herein were two types. Disturbance may be caused by a vehicle breakdown or unavailability of a road. In the vehicle breakdown case, the "Supervisor Agent" checks the possibility of replacing the vehicle. if not he have to try to fit the request of the disabled vehicle in the other tour, without interfering any constraints. In case of unavailability of a road, we proposed two alternatives. The first one 
Experiments and Results
In this section, we report our approach results in comparison with other algorithms. The tests data were described in the section 5.1; while the experimental results of the different problems were summarized in the section 5.2.
Experimental test data
The basic data of our testing problems adopt Solomon's 100-customer benchmark problems [40] for the static vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW). In these benchmark problems, 100 nodes are distributed in a Euclidean plane of 100*100 squares, and the travel times between nodes are equal to the corresponding Euclidean distances. There are six types of problems, named C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1 and RC2, each with 8-12 problems. Different types of problems differ in the distribution of the nodes, the service time of each node, and the width of time windows, described in detail as follows:
• The locations of the nodes are clustered distribution in the problems of types C1 and C2, are random distribution in the problems of types R1 and R2, and are mixture distribution in the problems of Types RC1 and RC2.
• The service time at each node is 90 time units in the problems of Types C1 and C2 and 10 time units in the problems of types R1, R2, RC1, and RC2.
• The problems of types C1, R1 and RC1 have the vehicles of relatively small capacity; the capacity of each vehicle is 200 units. The ratios of the average demand of the nodes to vehicles capacities are 7.29%, 9.05% and 8.62%, respectively. And the problems of types C2, R2 and RC2 provide more capacity vehicles; the capacity of each vehicle is 700 units in Type C2, 1000 units in types R2 and RC2. The ratios of the average demands of the nodes to vehicles capacities are 1.469%, 2.59% and 1.72%, respectively.
• In each problem, there is a time window [e 0 , l 0 ] associated with the depot with in which a vehicle must return to the depot after serving some customers. The problems of Types C1, R1 and RC1 have an arrow time window of the depots, such that only few customers can be covered in each trip, while problems of Types C2, R2 and RC2 have a wider time window of the depots.
Experimental Results
The test results were shown in Tables 1 for all the six type problems described in the section 4.1. For description convenience, we call the column (1) C1, column (2) C2, etc. NOV were the average of the used vehicles number. TD were the average of travel distance. C1, C2 were the computational results for the improved LNS algorithm (ILNS for short) which was proposed by Hong [16] . The C3 was the relative error between C2 and C8 (i.e.C3=(C8-C2)/C2*100%). C4 and C5 are the computational results for the Two-stage hybrid local search approach (HLS for short) which was proposed by Bent and Van Hentenryck [5] . the C6 was the relative error between C5 and C8 (i.e.C6=(C8-C5)/C5*100%). C7 and C8 were the computational results for our approach Guided Genetic Algorithm(GGA) [26] . C9 represents the percentage gain in execution time obtained by the use of our distributed approach. Based on these results, we can make the following conclusions on the effectiveness of the proposed approach to solve the problem studied:
• The solution quality generated by our approach can approximate to the best known solutions, the ILNS approach and the HLS approach. If the travel distances are only observed and the number of used vehicles were ignored, the average relative error of each type was less than 10%.
• Our approach provided an effective result within a reasonable time, which is very important in the disaster case. In fact, in the emergencies case, the solution should be provided quickly and efficiently. In addition our approach allowed at any time to provide an acceptable solution to stopping the execution of the algorithm after a given generation if necessary.
• Using multi-agent systems has allowed us to reduce the execution time which was very important for emergency planning in disaster case. 6 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we have developed a solution to the problem of emergency planning for disaster. We have illustrated some of the complexities practices for emergency in disaster case. Despite the importance of emergency planning in several disaster cases, they have received few attention Distributed Genetic Algorithm for Disaster Relief Planning 781 in the literature of the disaster and operations research. Thus, it appears that the extension of our approach to disaster relief, as described looks promising and with considerable value. Even if we know the boundaries explicitly construct models of reality and the unique nature of disasters, we suggest that operations research systems decision support can be beneficial in the disaster. Although several emergency relief organizations often hide their distribution planning for security reasons. finally we conclude that the adaptation and the use of the approach described above can contribute to the improvement of the use of the vehicle fleet management as well as the routing and delivery of relief goods in disaster cases.
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